
A GATHERING OF GALATIANS, MAP 4:

At the conclusion of Turn 6, things did not look all that good for the Romans. Then again, things 
could have been a whole lot worse.
In the center of the field, two units of Hastati and one unit of Velites had succumbed to the 
violent pressure of Galatian warbands. While the first line of defense was a in some disarray, the 
lines of Principes and Triarii - for all four legions - remained solid and ready to fight. In fact, a 
unit of Principes from Roman Legion III was charged by barbarians. This warband had just 
destroyed a unit of Hastati and its supporting Velites, and was looking for even more blood. The 
Principes closed ranks and launched pila. The warriors crashed into the wall of shields and a 
period of inconclusive fighting ensued. 
On the Roman right, a unit of Ligurian light infantry was broken by a small warband. Its 
supporting unit of Italian medium infantry levy was also roughly handled and pushed back in the 
melee. There were some successes on this flank, too. An enemy unit of Paeonian light infantry 
had been routed, and another unit of Ligurians was pushing back some Cappadocians in the gap 
between the light and heavy woods. This reverse threw a spanner in the plans of the of Galatian 
chariots and cavalry; these units intended to roll/ride through the natural gap and wreck havoc 
on the Roman lines. For the time being, the Galatians had to wait in a “traffic jam” of units. 
On the Galatian right, their own cavalry was not impeded by any type of terrain but they were 
frustrated by a series of poor command rolls. The commander of this mounted formation did 
manage did get his horsemen pointing in the right direction, however. There was only a small 
division of Italian medium infantry to ride down and then these six units would be on the 
exposed left flank of the legion line. 
On this same flank, the Celtic warband in the employ of the Romans was proving its worth. 
These warriors had attacked through the light woods and had blooded and pushed back no fewer 
than three enemy units. 
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